
FOURTH SUIT FORCING 

When your partnership has, between you, bid three suits, you don't need the fourth 

suit as a natural bid. This is because you can bid No Trumps (at whatever is the 

appropriate level) to convey possession of the fourth suit. You are therefore free to use 

the fourth suit as a 'tell me more' bid, seeking further information from partner and 

also, at the same time, conveying a message about the strength of your own hand.  

Some players think that the fourth suit can only be bid as a means of enquiring whether 

partner has a 'stop' in the fourth suit so you can afford to play in no trumps, but that is 

much too limited. The fourth suit can be employed in any auction in which you are 

uncertain about your best strain or the correct level. It can also be used to create a 

game force, freeing up bidding space. Let's have a couple of examples. 

You hold x / KQJxx / Axx / Axxx 

Partner opens and the bidding proceeds: 1S-1H-2C.............What now? It looks as if 

partner has at least five spades and four clubs. Between you, you have at least game 

values - but which game? 3NT, 5C, 4H and 4S are all in the picture. Perhaps partner has 

more than she's shown by means of her first two bids, in which case slam may be in 

prospect. It would be very lazy (and very bad bridge) to make your decision on the basis 

of what you have learned from partner's bidding. That would just be a guess. 

No, start by bidding 2D - the fourth suit. Partner can then rebid her spades; give delayed 

support for hearts; rebid her clubs; or bid some level of no trumps. After which you will 

be much better placed - whether to choose the correct game contract or to continue 

the auction with a view to exploring slam. 

Here's another example. You hold Ax / AQxxx / xx / AQJx Partner opens and the 

bidding proceeds: 1C-1H-1S............You have a very nice hand - 17 points, including 

three Aces, and a club fit. Where next?  

Bid 2D - the fourth suit. Imagine, say, that partner responds  2NT. So this is the auction: 

1C-1H-1S-2D-2N. Partner is showing a modest opening hand, including a 'stop' in 

diamonds. If you bid 3C now, PARTNER CANNOT PASS because you have created a game 

force. So you are now able to explore for the possible club slam without fear that one 

member of the partnership will pass below the game level.   This is the second use of 

Fourth Suit Forcing. 

You can see from just these two examples that FSF is your flexible friend. Don't leave 

home without it. 
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